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I 
ndoor heating is essential, especially in areas that 
receive snow and the occasional ice storm. But, 
those conditions we create indoors also invite  

outdoor pests looking to escape the winter. Insects are 
cunning creatures that have adapted multiple ways to 
survive cold winter months. 

     Most insect populations dwindle during winter 
months. To survive, insects overwinter in various 
stages, many as eggs, until temperatures rise again-
signaling it’s time to emerge from their eggshells.  

     Some insects undergo something called diapause, 
essentially hibernation, initiated when daylight hours 
get shorter and temperatures begin to drop. An insect 
in diapause uses only a fraction of its normal energy 
and survives on stored body fat the entirety of winter. 

     Another amazing feat of insects is an ability to  
survive freezing temperatures by producing glycerol. 
The production of glycerol in insects is akin to        
antifreeze in a car, thus allowing insects the ability to 

supercool and survive extreme winter conditions. 

     One way insects overwinter is by hiding in tree 
holes, under bark and leaves, or below soil surfaces to 
avoid cool temperatures until weather becomes more 
favorable. When these sites are not available, many 
insects turn to the inside of homes for protection, 
where there are multiple cracks and holes for an insect 
to survive the cooler months.  

     Fortunately, there are ways to help keep pests at 
bay during the frigid winter months. Even if           
customers begin preparing homes early in the fall to 
prevent sneaky pests, insects are incredibly small and 
resourceful in their ability to enter home.  

     Are you offering services that can fill holes and 
cracks? Do you have preventative services you offer 
to prepare homes for Winter? These are services you 
should consider adding, or partnering with another 
local company who can offer these services to provide 
customers with complete pest management services. 
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S ome common pests customers may encounter in homes this winter are rodents, lady beetles and stink 
bugs. All are a nuisance in different ways. Lady beetles and stink bugs can enter in high numbers and 

cause odors and discoloration to walls, while rodents are alarming because they can spread bacteria. 

 

S n e a k y  W i n t e r  Pe s t s  

Rodents 

     Rodents begin to move     

indoors as temperatures get 

colder to find warmth. Rodents, 

such as rats and mice, are     

capable of entering through the 

tiniest of holes. Mice, for     

instance, have been known to 

be able to move through a hole 

the size of a dime. Rodents are 

also infamous for their sharp 

teeth that can chew through 

walls, insulation, and electrical 

wires. Damaged electrical wire 

are hazardous and a fire risk 

within homes. Check homes for 

signs of rodent droppings, 

gnaw marks, scurrying noises 

behind walls and an accumula-

tion of shredded paper hidden 

in dark corners, indicating a 

nesting site. 

     Are you explaining to     

customers  and the marketplace 

the importance of using your 

company to help with          

prevention and treatment of 

rodent problems? 

Lady Beetles 

     Lady beetles, often called  

ladybugs, are common. The   

multicolored Asian lady beetle 

has become more prevalent in 

Kansas in recent years. Most 

people are familiar with their  

yellow, orange, and red colors 

with tell-tale black spots. But it 

can be alarming for customers 

when lady beetles move en 

masse to a structure, entering 

through attic vents and holes  

typically near the eaves and   

windows of a home. Vacuums 

with heap-filters can be used to 

suck up lady beetles or simply 

brushing them off the wall using 

a broom is an alternative for    

removal. However, lady beetles 

can cause smells and wall       

discoloration if smashed.      

     Therefore, if removal is not 

working or a viable option, make 

sure your customers know you 

can help with the problem.  

Stink Bugs 

     If you have ever attempted 

to swat, or even worse —

smash, a stink bug, then you 

quickly learned how stink 

bugs earned their namesake. 

Stink bugs emit these odors to 

deter predators from eating 

them. Unfortunately, they 

don’t distinguish between 

when you or a bird when   

releasing their putrid odors 

out of small holes located on 

their abdomens. Stink bugs 

will overwinter within a 

home, but typically stay    

hidden in wall voids or attics 

until spring time, when you 

will see them emerge from a 

home.  

     The best action for stink 

bug control is prevention, so 

make sure you have a        

proactive program available 

for customers to stop them 

from entering homes.  
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WAYS TO SELL TO MORE           

COMMERCIAL ACCOUNTS 

Turn Referrals Into 
More Referrals 
     Many companies consider         
referrals and word-of-mouth          
marketing vital to growth. Few    
companies maximize referral sources 
with a structured process to 
acknowledge those who provide a 
referral. 
 
     Referrals include three parties: 
the one who has something to sell 
(refer-ee), person who want       
something (referral) and   connector 

(referral source). 
Here are  tips for 
good    etiquette 
toward these 
groups: 
 
Refer-ee: 

 Thank the Referral Source in 
whatever way you can afford - a 
handwritten note, coupon for   
discount on service, or gift card. 

 Keep in touch with the person 
who referred you by letting them 
know how the referral went. 

 Send a short survey after the job 
is complete asking for a               
testimonial for use in marketing. 

 
Referral: 
 Again, thank the referral source 
 Keep the Referral Source up-to-

date on the project. 
 Let the Referral Source know if 

there are challenges that need 
addressing. 

 
    See if you have customers you 
owe a thank you to for a referral and 
make sure you have a system in 
place for future thank yous. 

     Almost 70 percent of an average pest management companies 
sales come from residential accounts. However, commercial       
accounts can generate high revenue streams. 
 
     When creating marketing strategies, its best to have one for    
residential services and one for commercial services. The markets 
are different. Clients resonate with different content, therefore the 
commercial sector requires a unique marketing strategy, more     
reporting and accountability. Here are some tips: 
 
     Utilize Digital Assets: Use social media platforms to give your 
company an online presence. Post content every few days, at      
minimum. Creating a blog on your website also goes a long way 
with commercial accounts. 
 
     Understand Service Differences: Make sure those selling these 
services and treating them know the differences that exist in      
treating commercial and residential accounts. Otherwise, you will 
not be successful in retaining a commercial account in the long-run. 
 
     Be Confident: Don’t allow the speed of marketplace to scare 
you. You are a professional in the pest control industry and         
regardless of how big or small the account is, speak with             
confidence and be respectful. 
 
     Don’t Oversell: Overselling leads to cancellations. It’s hard to 
find the balance between cost and service, but try to break the total 
monthly costs into separate categories or services. For example, if a 
restaurant tells you their biggest issue is rodents, don’t try to sell 
them program that also attempts to deal with 30 additional pests. 
 
     Don’t Undersell: If a customer chooses a pest control company 
based only on price, let them. You are the professional, the custom-
er is paying for expert advice, service and recommendations. Do try 
to have a base price for each industry. Don’t offer a quote you 
know is below your costs for the hope you can upsell later - it     
almost never works! 
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How Insurance Claims 
Can Go Bad 
 
By Andy McGinty - Lipca Insurance 
 

I 
 get asked all the time how we settle claims one 
way and others different. There are various factors 
such as location of claim, parties involved, who the 

insured is with their experience, etc. With that said, 
one of the most important reasons we settle claims a 
certain way is what happened before we 
received the loss notice.  
 
     A lot depends on the claimant’s 
“attitude” when we first deal with them 
after the claim hits our office. Bottom 
line: how did our insured treat their 
customer when the problem was first 
reported. Over the last 25 years in    
handling pest claims we have seen lots 
of ways how NOT to treat a customer 
when a possible claim occurs.  
 
     When a customer contacts your office they need to 
know why the problem occurred, but most feel 
wronged in some way. The issue needs investigated 
quickly, professionally and thoroughly explained even 
if you have to repeat yourself. 
 
     One of the biggest mistakes is being defensive 
from the start. “I hear what you are saying but we are 
not responsible.” “There is no way we hit that pipe 
during your termite treatment.” “There were no bed 
bugs found during our last inspection.” “I placed these 
bait stations where no pet could get to them.” These 
examples, and many others, are all said before the 
PMP does the smallest investigation. 
 
     If a customer calls with a complaint or claim, do 

not tell them you will to charge them for an additional 
visit or inspection. Yea, that went over well! As      
expected, they file a suit and the extra charge issue is 
one of the allegations made against the insured. You 
can bet it does not go over well. 
 
     When a claim hits our office and insured has      
dismissed the customer, we start “behind the ball.” 
Instead of getting to the heart of the claim we must get 
them over their defensive and combative position. 
This is if they don’t already have an lawyer. 
 

     The PMP has incensed the customer 
to the extent they run to an attorney and 
the cost of the claim goes up. We must 
obtain experts and do discovery before 
they realize their claim is weak or has 
no credence. So, after spending        
five-figure dollars on defense we get 
them back to the original claim costs, 
or less. Either way, you have a large 
claim against your loss history and that 
can impact your renewal premium. 

 
     A constant person dealing with potential claims is 
crucial. Those answering the phone, techs in the field 
and the like need to know what to to say. If there is no 
consistency from personnel in your office credibility 
comes into play. Once that is lost with the customer, 
the handling of the claim is taken to another level. 
 
     These problems can be prevented by handling this 
matter professionally. Of course, there are customers 
that will never listen to reason. They think they know 
more by reading the internet! These happen and there 
is little you can do except be prepared. 
 
And please, never tell your customers they need 
“professional psychiatric help.” That is an example of 
when a claim can truly go bad. 
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Good Relationships With 
Current Customers 
     Covid-19 has created new    
challenges. Keeping good             
relationships with existing              
customers is as important as ever. 

     Do you know your customer 
retention rate? It’s vital info. Figure 
it out looking not at sales numbers, 
but look at actual account counts 
over the past five years. 

     If the number is higher then you 
thought, take action! Ask current 
customers to provide feedback on 

what you do well and where they 
wish you would improve. Reach 
out to former customers, and ask 
them what cost you the account. 
Don’t try to sell them again! Just 
get their feedback and use it to 
make yourself better with your   
current customers. 

     Look at ways to personalize the 
customer experience. Have notices 
use first names, send thank you 
cards yearly, and remind everyone 
to always be friendly when         
servicing an account. 

     Prioritize responsiveness in the 
business. Respond to all messages 

left; be friendly, professional and 
always address concerns; thank 
them for positive feedback; respond 
in a constructive way to negative 
feedback. 

     Train your staff regularly on 
good customer service. Make sure 
everyone is working to exceed    
customer expectations. 

     Control postponed services as 
recurring skips are a precursor to 
cancellations. Find out why and 
work with the customer, as often 
times you can find a solution to 
their issue, even if it is a payment 
concern. 
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M 
acklemore, in his song 
“Thrift Shop” had sage 
advice on thrift shopping. 

But, he failed to mention to check 
fancy wool coats and sweaters for 
moth holes. Who hasn’t found little 
holes in their favorite cashmere  
cardigan or wool sportscoat? It’s 
common this time of year to       
unpack cold weather clothes and 
find clothes moth larvae damage. 
 
   There are two kinds of clothes 
moths encountered in homes - the 
webbing clothes moth and        
casemaking clothes moth. Their 
larvae feed on any animal fibers 
containing proteins, including fur, 
wool and wool blends, silk, hair, 
feathers/down, mohair, cashmere, 
and more. Damage can be found (or 
the larvae themselves) on woolen 
clothing, carpets, rugs, upholstered 
furniture, furs, stored wool, animal 
bristles in hair brushes, and even 
woolen felts on piano keys.       
Synthetics or fabrics such as cotton 
may also be fed upon if they are 
blended with wool. 
 
   Damage generally occurs in     
hidden areas such as under collars 
of cuffs of clothing, crevices of  
upholstered furniture and areas of 
carpeting covered by furniture. 
Fabrics stained by foods, drinks or 
perspiration, are more subject to 
damage. Clothes moths are weak 
flyers and not attracted to lights. 
They tend to hide when disturbed, 
and for this reason, infestations are 
not usually noticed until damaged 
fabrics, furs or feathers are found. 
Close examination of the objects 
reveal the presence of silken webs 
spun by larvae as they pupate.    

Because adult moths are weak    
flyers and not attracted to lights, 
they are usually found close to the 
infested items, such as in dark areas 
of a closet. 
 
   A lot can be done to prevent 
clothes moth damage by dry     
cleaning and then storing valuable 
winter woolens and similar types of 
materials in airtight containers. To 
reduce possibility of infestations, 
periodically clean areas of a home 
that may harbor clothes moths. 
These include seldom-cleaned 
spots, such as under heavy          
furniture, baseboards, in cracks 
where hair and debris accumulate, 
closets, heaters and vents. The   
vacuum cleaner is the best tool for 
most of this cleaning After using 
the vacuum in infested areas, 
promptly discard the bag in a 
dumpster outside. 
 
   Clothes moths may first become 
established on woolen garments or 
scraps stored for long periods. If 
such articles are to be saved, they 
should be stored properly, or      
periodically hung in the sun and 
brushed, especially along seams 
and in folds and pockets. Brushing 
destroys eggs and exposes larvae. 
Larvae are repelled by light and 
will fall from clothing when they 
cannot find protection.  
 
   If these proactive measures do 
not work for customers, make sure 
they know you have services to  
offer to assist with this problem. 
There are trapping and mating    
disruption strategies and other    
materials that are effective on 
clothes moths.  

Watch For Fabric Pests  
The time of year for clothes moths to be seen  
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Webbing Clothes Moth Larva 
(Tineola Bisselliella): A serious 
pest, whose eggs are attached 
with a glue-like substance    
difficult to remove. 

Casemaking Clothes Moth   
Larva (Tineola Pellionella): Can 
be difficult to identify,            
traditionally not noticed until 
the damage is discovered. 

Check thrift store clothing 
carefully for insect damage. 
Insects or their eggs could 
still be on clothing, and you 
don’t want to take it home. 

Clothes moth damage can be 
prevented by dry cleaning 
and then storing valuable 
winter clothes in airtight   
containers over summer 
months. 
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Exterminate Distracted    
Driving 

G 
etting behind the wheel today poses more risks 
then ever, and your company is always at risk 
when going from job-to-job. What happens in a 

company vehicle can be just as much the liability for the 
business as it is for the person who is driving. In fact, 
for a business, there can be increased liability with    
long-term impacts for your company. 

     Of the more than 40,000 vehicle fatalities each year, 
most of them are caused by distracted driving. The top 2 
distractions are cell phone use and eating while driving. 
Take time to review your policies on both items. All 
drivers should be using Bluetooth devices. 

     Kansas has a statewide ban on texting while driving, 
but not a hands-free requirement. However, several   
municipalities in Kansas have put hands-free             
requirements in place. Be aware of the laws in the areas 
you service. 

     If your vehicle is in an accident and a lawsuit is filed, 
the business will likely be named. The payout is        
traditionally much larger in these cases from an         
organization rather than an individual. 

     A written cell phone use policy is not enough.     
Studies show that once alone in the vehicle, policies are 
not always followed. Therefore, having a written policy 
does not remove liability from a company. Make sure 
you review the policy often, and put sticker reminders 
in your vehicles. 

     What, if anything, does your company do to ensure 
compliance with your policies? Do you have written 
policies? If you are doing little to nothing then case law 
shows employers will be held responsible and accounta-
ble for damages that occur when employees drive      
distracted. 

     Every businesses should also review their insurance 
policy to determine whether cell phone use while      
driving may impact coverage. Not knowing, or having 
such protection, could lead to big future losses. 

     It does not matter if you have a fleet of vehicles are 
just one person. These policies need to be in place in 
every business and the laws will apply regardless of size 
of your company or fleet. 

     Take time today to write a policy if you don’t have 
one, review the policies you do have and go over them 
with employees. It does make a difference. 

Sorry, You Can’t Just      
Ignore Those Emails 
     A recent survey suggested the average       
American has 199 unread emails in their inbox. 
Problem is, for a company, volume isn’t an excuse 
for not replying. Ignoring email is an act of         
incivility and can leads to upset customers or the 
loss of future customers. 

     Responding to email in a timely manner show 
you are conscientious, organized, dependable and a 

professional           
organization. And that 
matters to customers.  

     This is not to say 
you have to answer 
every email. If     
senders aren’t       
considerate enough to 
do their homework 
and ask a question 

you are qualified to answer, you don’t’ owe them 
anything back. You need to set boundaries, and it is 
OK to do so. 

     Your company does not need to answer      
countless emails from the same person, repeating 
the same questions and issues. Once you have    
answered, then you have met your obligation. And 
unless it is a customer emergency, you are not    
required to reply when your business is closed. 

     Spending hours a day answering emails can get 
in the way of getting other things done. One recent 
study shows that on days when managers face 
heavy email demands, they make less progress    
toward their goals and end up being less proactive 
in setting expectations and getting worked done. 

     So, the trick is finding a balance and asking for 
help. If emails can be answered by several          
individuals, then distribute them evenly or assign 
days for each person to respond to emails. 

     Remember that a short reply is kinder and more 
professional than none at all. So even if you don’t 
have an answer or can’t assist, let them know that. 
In the long run, they will remember you were     
responsive and that leaves a positive impression. 

     Make sure you have auto-reply when you are 
out of the office giving people another channel 
where they can reach you, or get help from      
someone else. 

     There is a balance, and you need to find it   
within your own company. But do know that      
unanswered emails become a sticking point with 
customer and potential customers that, in the end, 
can become a bigger problem for you. 

A simply reply goes a long way. 
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Soliciting Online Customer Reviews - 

Be Careful! 

     Are you looking to raise your company’s online 

marketing image through customer reviews? The   

process can be beneficial to your business as well as 

enhance the customer-centric culture you are working 

hard to build. 

     There are some dos and don’ts you want to be 

aware of as you look to gather more customer reviews. 

DO make it easy for your client to leave you a review. 

DO have all members of your team send out invites to 

your customers, early and often. 

DO publicly celebrate your employees who are       

excelling at collecting reviews.  

DO train new hires on your review-collecting process 

and policy early in the training process. 

DO encourage your employees to speak with          

customers about their reviews and how than impact 

your business. 

DO build a     

robust social  

media following 

DO NOT reward 

clients for     

leaving reviews. 

DO NOT solicit good reviews over bad reviews. 

DO NOT let your employees make excuses as to why 

they cannot solicit reviews. 

DO NOT take reviews personally. 

DO NOT plant reviews. That can create problems and 

come back to bite you. 

DO NOT threaten a negative reviewer with legal    

action or retaliation. Take those conversations offline 

and address the issue directly. 

DO NOT waste time getting the negative review    

removed unless you know it is absolutely fake. 

DO NOT try to control where customers leave re-

views. You can guide them to certain cites, but don’t 

get angry if they leave reviews in other places. 
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N 
ow that we are in the throes of winter, the  
allure of a roaring fireplace is hard to ignore. 
Many also use firewood for their outdoor   

firepits. But the wood brought in for a cozy fire can 
also bring in unwanted hitchhikers. 
 
   A variety of insects, arachnids, 
and other arthropods like to live in, 
on and around stacked firewood. 
Some harmless (though undesired) 
insects include pillbugs, sowbugs, 
daddy-longlegs, spiders, earwigs, 
and springtails. The most          
problematic invaders are the        
carpenter ants and wood-boring 
beetles because these can damage 
homes. 
 
   There are several ways to reduce the likelihood of 
importing pest problems. For those with firewood  
supplies outdoors it’s best to stack it away from a 
home to discourage these creatures from wandering 
the short distance indoors for heat and shelter. 
 

   Before bringing in firewood, make sure there are not 
bird or other animal nests on or near it. These nests 
can harbor mites, ticks, and fleas. Keeping firewood 
tightly wrapped and covered can help reduce the   
number of critters taken inside. Before brining wood 
indoors, brush off any soil or debris first and use    

firewood very soon after it is taken 
inside. The shorter the amount of 
time it is sitting inside, the less    
likely any pests will start moving out 
of it and into the recesses of a home. 
 
   It’s also important to remember 
that it is never advisable to transport 
firewood great distances or move it 
across state lines. The spread of   

invasive insects is rapidly expanding and is greatly 
aided by the movement of firewood. By taking these 
steps, individuals are much less likely to introduce a 
pest problem into their home this winter. 
 
   It’s good to remind customers not to store firewood 
to close to their home or structures in general. 

GET MORE INFORMATION AND INDUSTRY UPDATES AT:  
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Doing it the right way makes all the difference in managing pests 

Active Ticks in the 
Winter 
 
   It’s unfortunate, but not all insects and arthropods 
die off in winter like many hope. Insects and ticks are 
cunning creatures that have adapted to survive cold 
winter months. The blacklegged dog tick in particular 
is not killed by freezing temperatures. When temps are 
just above freezing and the ground is thawed from 
snow, ticks may still be active and searching for their 
next blood meal. 
 
   Ticks spread a multitude of diseases. It’s important, 
even in wintertime, to check when going indoors and 

remove any ticks immediately. Use tweezers to grab 
the tick near the mouthparts and pull gently in an    
upward motion to remove the entire tick. If temps do 
begin to warm up and get above freezing, especially in 
wooded areas, its still a good idea to apply tick        
repellent. 
 
   Indoors, brown dog ticks can reproduce and cause an 
infestation so it’s important to remain vigilant with 
pets during winter as well. Keep pet on a tick          
preventative medicine and regularly check pets that 
frequent outdoors for ticks.  
 
   If there is suspicion that there are ticks in a yard or 
home, make sure your customers know you can treat 
them even  in Winter, and be ready with a plan. 


